
 

 

PLANNING REPORT 

Planning & Zoning Commission 
Thursday, February 16, 2017 
 
 
Case Summary 

 
Agenda Item 1 
 

Title Perimeter Center, Subarea G1 – Craughwell Village Condominiums 
 
Case Number 16-084Z/PDP/FDP 

 
Proposal An amendment to the approved development text of a Planned District to revise 

permitted building materials and architectural elevations; and the replacement of 
roofing and building materials for an existing condominium development. 

 
Request Review and recommendation of approval to City Council of a Rezoning with 

Preliminary Development Plan and review and approval of a Final Development Plan 
under the provisions of Zoning Code Section 153.050. 

 
Site Location On the south side of Perimeter Drive at the intersection with Craughwell Lane. 

 
Applicant Manor at Craughwell Village Condominium Association. 
 
Representative Lisa Pearson, Case Bowen Company and Jim Bender, JL Bender Inc., Architects 

 and Planners. 
  

Case Manager  Claudia D. Husak, AICP, Senior Planner  
 (614) 410-4675 | chusak@dublin.oh.us 
 
Planning 
Recommendation   Approval of Rezoning with Preliminary Development Plan 

In Planning’s analysis, the proposal meets the regulations outlined in the proposed 
development text and the applicable review criteria. Approval of this proposal is 
recommended. 
 

                          Approval of Final Development Plan 
In Planning’s analysis, the proposal meets applicable review criteria and meets the 
development pattern within the Planned District. Approval is recommended. 
 

mailto:chusak@dublin.oh.us
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Facts 

Site Area ±13 acres 

Zoning PLR, Planned Low Density Residential District, (Perimeter Center, Subarea 
G1) for 199 residential units within six, three-story buildings 

Surrounding Zoning 
And Uses 

North:  R-12, Urban Residential District (Perimeter Lakes Apartments 
  PLR, Perimeter Center, Subarea H (Village at Heatherstone 

Condominiums)  
East:  PUD, Planned Unit Development District, Perimeter Center, Subarea 

F4 (Giant Eagle Shopping Center) 
South:  PCD, Planned Commerce District, Perimeter Center, Subarea I 

(Crown Car Dealership)   
West:   PCD, Planned Commerce District, Perimeter Center, Subarea F3 

(Daycare, Bank and Veterinary Office) 

Site Features The site consists of a single 13.114-acre parcel on the south side of 
Perimeter Drive at the intersection of Craughwell Lane. The linear parcel 
includes 1,100 feet of frontage along Perimeter Drive and approximately 700 
feet of frontage along Mercedes Drive. The site includes mounding and a 
hedge row along Perimeter Drive and a clubhouse at the entrance to the 
site.  The western edge of the property is adjacent to the Perimeter Center 
shopping center.   

Case Background November 10, 2016 
The Planning and Zoning Commission tabled this request for an amendment 
to the approved development text of a Planned District to revise permitted 
building materials and architectural elevations; and the replacement of 
roofing and building materials for an existing condominium development. 
The Commission was concerned about the represented materials not being 
of the same quality as existing and generally felt as though the character of 
the approved architecture was not upheld with the proposal.   
 
October 5, 2006 
The Planning and Zoning Commission approved an amended final 
development plan that included the addition of three garage buildings and 
associated parking lot modifications for the development.  
 
June 19, 1997 
Planning and Zoning Commission approved a final development plan that 
included 199 residential units. 
 
December 16, 1996 
City Council approved the rezoning/preliminary development plan. 
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Details                                            Rezoning/Preliminary Development Plan  

Overview Rezoning to a Planned Unit Development requires approval of a development 
text to serve as the zoning regulation for the development requirements 
noted; the Zoning Code covers all other requirements. The development text 
typically addresses permitted and conditional uses, setbacks, parking, 
landscaping, signs and architecture, among other subjects. In this case, the 
development text contains specific regulations and requirements for the 
building architecture and building materials. Planning determined that the 
proposed changes require modifications to the development text that cannot 
be approved as a minor modification and advised the applicant to revise the 
text accordingly. The proposed text modifications address architecture and 
building materials only.  
 
Planning and the applicant have worked over the last 18 months with the 
applicants to determine the best approach to address the on-going 
maintenance issues for this condominium complex. Site visits with staff from 
the Division of Building Standards have highlighted and verified many of the 
buildings’ deterioration due to age, improper installation and backing 
materials. Moisture intrusion, mold and insect infestation are the most 
pressing issues the condominium owners and the maintenance company are 
facing and are attempting to address with this proposal. Due to the 
magnitude and extent of the damage, the proposal is for a complete overhaul 
of the exterior of the buildings.  
 
The application includes many letters of support from current condominium 
owners who voted to have their dues increased to cover the epxenses of this 
renovations and who support the proposed plans.  

Proposal The applicant is proposing to renovate the six residential buildings in phases 
to address significant maintenance and material life cycle issues, water 
infiltration and lack of installation details when the structures were originally 
built. The renovation will consist of replacing the existing wood shake shingle 
roof and the underlayment down to the sheathing to thoroughly inspect and 
replace and upgrade where necessary. New metal work, drains, flashing and 
underlayment will be installed. The proposed new roofing material is a 
lifetime, heavy duty asphalt shingle with dimensions and colorations closely 
resembling the existing shake.   
 
As for the building façades, the applicant is proposing to repair or replace all 
sub surfaces. Stone façades on the interior will be replaced with stucco to 
match the stone and to match the same stucco as existing on the street 
facing façades. The applicant has revised the plans to replace all stone on the 
street facing facades with the same amount of stone. Several existing stucco 
elevations will remain. The plans indicate replacement and repair of each 
elevation of each building.  
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Details                                            Rezoning/Preliminary Development Plan  

Development Text The development text is proposed to be revised in the Subarea summary 

paragraph to address a requirement for architecture to be consistent with the 

Perimeter Shopping Center. The applicant has indicated in their submitted 

materials that Subarea G-1 (Craughwell Village) is the only Subarea within 

Perimeter Center that requires wood shakes as the shingle material. The 

Commission has previously approved a dimensional ashpahlt shake designed 

to have the appearance of wood shake for Key Bank in Subarea E. The 

Perimeter Lakes apartments were approved with asphalt shingles as well. The 

architecture section of the text was revised to permit a high-quality asphalt 

shingle in addition to wood shake and to permit architectural style and 

detailing to match what is proposed as part of this application. Brick, stucco, 

wood and manufactured stone are currently permitted in the text and no 

changes are proposed.  

Architecture and 

Building Materials  

The proposed development text requires architecture as it was shown on 
plans in 1997. Planning has not been able to locate the final approved 
elevations, however, the buildings as they exist today are assumed to be as 
approved. The proposed renovations will not change the architectural style, 
windows, doors, chimneys or wood detailing. The architectural style will 
remain as it is today. The proposed development text modifications are 
limited to permitting dimensional asphalt shingles as a permitted building 
material. All other proposed materials, manufactured stone, brick, stucco and 
wood are currently permitted.  

 

Analysis                                          Rezoning/Preliminary Development Plan 

Process Section 153.050 of the Zoning Code identifies criteria for the review and 
approval for a rezoning/preliminary development plan (full text of criteria 
attached). Following is an analysis by Planning based on those criteria. 

1) Consistency with 
Dublin Zoning Code  

Criterion met: This proposal is consistent with the requirements of the 
Zoning Code. 

2) Conformance with 
adopted Plans  

Criterion met: No changes proposed impact existing or future land use. 

3) Advancement of 
general welfare & 
orderly 
development 

Criterion met: The proposal addresses a need for residents to live in a safe 

environment.  

4) Effects of adjacent 
uses  

Criterion met: The proposed changes will continue to fit well within 
Perimeter Center and complement the surrounding area with high-quality 
architecture and building materials. 
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Analysis                                          Rezoning/Preliminary Development Plan 

5) Adequacy of open 
space for 
residential 

No changes are proposed. 

6) Protection of 
natural features 
and resources 

No changes are proposed. 

7) Adequate 
infrastructure 

Criterion met: All required public infrastructure is in place. 

8) Traffic and 
pedestrian safety 

No changes are proposed. 

9) Coordination & 
integration of 
building & site 
relationships 

Criterion met: The proposal provides for a coordinated and integrated 
development with consistent architectural details. 

10)  Development 
layout and 
intensity 

Criterion met: The proposal meets all other applicable laws and regulations. 

11)  Stormwater 
management 

No changes are proposed. 

12)  Community 
benefit 

Criterion met: The proposal facilitates the maintenance and upkeep of a 
prominent residential community in the City.  

13)  Design and 
appearance 

Criterion met: The proposed development plan permits the use of high 
quality materials consistent with the development in the vicinity.   

14)  Development 
phasing 

Criterion met: The proposed phasing of the proposal is appropriate and will 
be completed consecutively.  

15)  Adequacy of 
public services 

Criterion met: There are adequate services for the proposed uses. 

16)  Infrastructure 
contributions 

Criterion met: No public infrastructure contributions are required. 

 

Recommendation                         Rezoning/Preliminary Development Plan 

Approval In Planning’s analysis, the proposal complies with the criteria and the 
proposed development standards. Planning recommends approval of this 
request. 
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Details                                                                      Final Development Plan 

Overview The final development plan indicates revisions to the exterior building 
materials of each façade of the six condominium buildings to address 
ongoing maintenance issues and quality concerns.  

Architecture and 

Building Materials 

The proposal includes the removal of the wood shake shingles, which are a 
significant feature of these buildings. However, they have reached the end 
of their lifecycle and have experienced algae growth, mold, insect 
infestation. The owners are concerned that given the climate and lack of 
durability, installation of a new wood shake roof would perpetuate the 
existing maintenance issues. 
 
The proposed dimensional asphalt shingles have a life-time warranty, are 
heavy-duty and have dimension and colorations similar to the wood 
shakes. The proposed The proposal includes the removal of the existing 
wood shake roofing material and its replacement with lifetime, heavy duty, 
dimensional asphalt shingles to mimic Cedar Shake in Chapparal. Similar 
roofing materials were previously approved for buildings in Perimeter 
Center where both wood shake and asphalt are permitted.  
 
The exterior stone facades have experienced water leaks, which has 
caused significant interior problems to the units. The proposal will remove 
all stone exteriors, inspect and replace all sheathing and framing that is 
molded or has water damaged. The subsurface will be repaired and stone 
will be replaced at the first level. Stucco is proposed in place of stone at 
the interior elevation which is a revision from the previous proposal. The 
proposed replacement stone will closely matching the existing stone in 
texture and color. Any replacement stucco on the interior elevations will be 
Multi:Tex Parex Corp with “daub” texture closely matching the existing.  
 
Other renovation work will include replacement metal work to match the 
existing, such as roof eave flashing, snow and ice protection, flashing at all 
appropriate location of stone and stucco installations, new downspouts, 
wall cap flashing, flashing around all windows and doors, stone trim 
flashing and at the intersection of all materials.  
 
The proposal will retain all existing stone and stucco chimney, all brick 
facades, all windows (responsibility of the unit owners) and doors, garage 
doors, and all existing stucco. 

Analysis                                                                               Final Development Plan 

Process Section 153.050 of the Zoning Code identifies criteria for the review and 
approval for an amended final development plan. Following is an analysis 
by Planning based on those criteria. 
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Details                                                                      Final Development Plan 

1. Consistency with 
the approved 
preliminary 
development plan. 

Criterion met: The proposal addresses significant quality and 
maintenance issues and with the approval of the revised development 
text, the materials meet the text, update the building architecture to 
modernize it, while retaining the character and style that complements the 
development pattern in the area. 

2. Traffic and 
pedestrian safety 

Not applicable. 

3. Adequate public 
services and open 
space 

Not applicable. 

4. Protection of 
natural features 
and resources 

Not applicable. 

5. Adequacy of 
lighting 

Not applicable. 

6. Proposed signs are 
consistent with 
approved plans 

Not applicable. 

7. Appropriate 
landscaping to 
enhance, buffer, 
and soften the 
building and site 

Not applicable. 

8. Compliant 
stormwater 
management 

Not applicable. 

9. All phases (if 
applicable) comply 
with the previous 
criteria. 

Criterion met: The proposed phases will occur consecutively.  

10. Compliance with 
all other laws and 
regulations. 

Criterion met: The proposal complies with all other known applicable 

local, state, and federal laws and regulations. 

 

Recommendation                                Final Development Plan 

Approval In Planning’s analysis, the proposal complies with the final development plan 
criteria. Planning recommends approval of this request. 
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REZONING/PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT PLAN CRITERIA 

The purpose of the PUD process is to encourage imaginative architectural design and proper site planning in a 

coordinated and comprehensive manner, consistent with accepted land planning, landscape architecture, and 
engineering principles. The PUD process can consist of up to three basic stages: 

1) Concept Plan (Staff, Commission, and/or City Council review and comment); 
2) Zoning Amendment Request (Preliminary Development Plan; Commission 

recommends and City Council approves/denies); and 
3) Final Development Plan (Commission approves/denies). 

 

The general intent of the preliminary development plan (rezoning) stage is to determine the general layout 
and specific zoning standards that will guide development. The Planning and Zoning Commission must review 

and make a recommendation on this preliminary development plan (rezoning) request. The application will 
then be forwarded to City Council for a first reading/introduction and a second reading/public hearing for a 

final vote. A two-thirds vote of City Council is required to override a negative recommendation by the 

Commission. If approved, the rezoning will become effective 30 days following the Council vote. Additionally, 
all portions of the development will require final development plan approval by the Commission prior to 

construction. In the case of a combined rezoning/preliminary development plan and final development plan, 
the final development plan is not valid unless the rezoning/preliminary development plan is approved by 

Council.  
 

Review Criteria 

Section 153.050 of the Zoning Code identifies criteria for the review and approval for a Rezoning/Preliminary 
Development Plan. In accordance with Section 153.055(A) Plan Approval Criteria, Code sets out the following 

criteria of approval for a preliminary development plan (rezoning):  
 

1) The proposed development is consistent with the purpose, intent and applicable standards of the 

Dublin Zoning Code; 
2) The proposed development is in conformity with the Community Plan, Thoroughfare Plan, Bikeway 

Plan and other adopted plans or portions thereof as they may apply and will not unreasonably burden 
the existing street network; 

3) The proposed development advances the general welfare of the City and immediate vicinity and will 
not impede the normal and orderly development and improvement of the surrounding areas; 

4) The proposed uses are appropriately located in the City so that the use and value of property within 

and adjacent to the area will be safeguarded; 
5) Proposed residential development will have sufficient open space areas that meet the objectives of the 

Community Plan; 
6) The proposed development respects the unique characteristic of the natural features and protects the 

natural resources of the site; 

7) Adequate utilities, access roads, drainage, retention and/or necessary facilities have been or are being 
provided;  

8) Adequate measures have been or will be taken to provide ingress and egress designed to minimize 
traffic congestion on the surrounding public streets and to maximize public safety and to 

accommodate adequate pedestrian and bike circulation systems so that the proposed development 

provides for a safe, convenient and non-conflicting circulation system for motorists, bicyclists and 
pedestrians; 

9) The relationship of buildings and structures to each other and to such other facilities provides for the 
coordination and integration of this development within the PD and the larger community and 

maintains the image of Dublin as a quality community; 
10) The density, building gross floor area, building heights, setbacks, distances between buildings and 

structures, yard space, design and layout of open space systems and parking areas, traffic accessibility 
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and other elements having a bearing on the overall acceptability of the development plan’s 
contribution to the orderly development of land within the City; 

11) Adequate provision is made for storm drainage within and through the site so as to maintain, as far as 

practicable, usual and normal swales, water courses and drainage areas; 
12) The design, site arrangement, and anticipated benefits of the proposed development justify any 

deviation from the standard development regulations included in the Dublin Zoning Code or 
Subdivision Regulation, and that any such deviations are consistent with the intent of the Planned 

Development District regulations; 

13) The proposed building design meets or exceeds the quality of the building designs in the surrounding 
area and all applicable appearance standards of the City; 

14) The proposed phasing of development is appropriate for the existing and proposed infrastructure and 
is sufficiently coordinated among the various phases to ultimately yield the intended overall 

development; 
15) The proposed development can be adequately serviced by existing or planned public improvements 

and not impair the existing public service system for the area; and 

16) The applicant’s contributions to the public infrastructure are consistent with the Thoroughfare Plan 
and are sufficient to service the new development. 

 

FINAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Review Criteria 

In accordance with Section 153.055(B) Plan Approval Criteria, the Code sets out the following criteria of 
approval for a final development plan: 

 
1) The plan conforms in all pertinent respects to the approved preliminary development plan provided, 

however, that the Planning and Zoning Commission may authorize plans as specified in §153.053(E)(4); 

2) Adequate provision is made for safe and efficient pedestrian and vehicular circulation within the site and to 
adjacent property; 

3) The development has adequate public services and open spaces; 
4) The development preserves and is sensitive to the natural characteristics of the site in a manner that 

complies with the applicable regulations set forth in this Code; 

5) The development provides adequate lighting for safe and convenient use of the streets, walkways, 
driveways, and parking areas without unnecessarily spilling or emitting light onto adjacent properties or 

the general vicinity; 
6) The proposed signs, as indicated on the submitted sign plan, will be coordinated within the Planned Unit 

Development and with adjacent development; are of an appropriate size, scale, and design in relationship 
with the principal building, site, and surroundings; and are located so as to maintain safe and orderly 

pedestrian and vehicular circulation; 

7) The landscape plan will adequately enhance the principal building and site; maintain existing trees to the 
extent possible; buffer adjacent incompatible uses; break up large expanses of pavement with natural 

material; and provide appropriate plant materials for the buildings, site, and climate; 
8) Adequate provision is made for storm drainage within and through the site which complies with the 

applicable regulations in this Code and any other design criteria established by the City or any other 

governmental entity which may have jurisdiction over such matters; 
9) If the project is to be carried out in progressive stages, each stage shall be so planned that the foregoing 

conditions are complied with at the completion of each stage; and 
10) The Commission believes the project to be in compliance with all other local, state, and federal laws and 

regulations. 

 


